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Law, Capitalism and Power in Asia 1999 this study argues that the liberal notion of the rule of law regulating the exercise of power is unlikely to come about in much
of southeastern asia the book asserts that it is more likely to promote political elites
The Balance of Power in Asia-Pacific Security 2007-01-24 investigating the dynamics of balancing patterns in the asia pacific this book focuses particularly on the
contribution of great powers and middle powers to regional stability taking the us and china as great powers and using asean russia australia and south korea as
example of middle powers the author addresses the following questions do middle powers influence balancing patterns in the asia pacific are the united states and china
balancing each other in the asia pacific and if so by which means what is the contribution of the english school to understanding balance of power dynamics the balance of
power in asia pacific security makes a persuasive contribution to the debate on the us china relationship interviews with policy practitioners and academics in the region
offer a systematic analysis of the complexities of asia pacific security providing conceptual insights this book gives a fresh understanding of the mechanisms necessary to
maintain regional stability and explains the implications of us china power balancing for global security it will be an important resource for scholars and students of
asia pacific politics and security
Power Transition in Asia 2016-08-12 current preoccupations with the rise of asia attest to the nascent contestation of the very idea of what the pattern of
international politics should look like and how it should be practiced in this respect the growing reference to a shift to the east in global politics has become a popular
shorthand for the nascent power transition in world affairs this volume offers a detailed conceptual and empirical investigation of the dynamics of power transition in
asia and details the accommodation strategies and coping mechanisms of different small and middle powers in asia and importantly china s responses to these approaches
Shifting Power in Asia-Pacific? 2016-11-03 this book investigates whether a power shift has taken place in the asia pacific region since the end of the cold war by
systematically examining the development of power dynamics in asia pacific it challenges the notion that a wealthier and militarily more powerful china is automatically
turning the regional tides in its favour with a special emphasis on sino us competition the book explores the alleged linkage between the regional distribution of relevant
material and immaterial capabilities national power and the much cited regional power shift the book presents a novel concept for measuring power in international
relations by outlining a composite index on aggregated power ciap that includes 55 variables for 44 regional countries and covers a period of twenty years moreover it
develops a middle power theory that outlines the significance of middle powers in times of major power shifts by addressing political military and economic cooperation
via a structured focused comparison and by applying a comparative historical analysis the book analyses in depth the bilateral relations of six regional middle powers
to washington and beijing
Power Transition and International Order in Asia 2013-09-23 this edited volume examines how the transition and diffusion of power in global politics is impacting on
stability and order in asia both in the academic field of international relations ir and among policymakers the big question today concerns the rise of china the relative
decline of the united states and the increasing importance of asia in global politics the level of impact the international power transition will have in the region remains
unclear but observers agree that asia is a potential tinderbox for crises and conflict this volume brings together leading scholars from around the world to assess
current thinking in ir on these issues the authors apply appropriate theories and methods of analysis in their specific area of expertise to examine the likely effects of the
changing global power distribution on asia there is also said to be an ongoing diffusion of power away from states to non state actors in the region hence in addition to
examining changing relations between the great powers the book will also assess the implications that other actors from terrorist groups insurgents and organised crime
syndicates could have on stability and order this book will be of much interest to students of asian politics security studies diplomacy and international relations
Power Shift 2005 proceedings from the conference china and asia towards a new regional order convened in december 2003 at the george washington university
acknowledgments
Power in a Changing World Economy 2013-10-30 this book is about power in a changing world economy though power is ubiquitous in the study of international
political economy the concept is underdeveloped in formal theoretical terms this collection of essays analyses recent experience in east asia to advance our theoretic
understanding of state power in ipe over the last quarter century no other region of the world has had a greater impact on the global distribution of economic
resources and capabilities china with its peaceful rise now stands as the second largest national economy on the face of the earth south korea and taiwan have become
industrial powerhouses hong kong and singapore are among the world s most important financial centres and new poles of growth have emerged in several southeast asian
countries all while japan long the region s dominant market has slipped into seemingly irreversible decline the volume s nine essays contributed by leading scholars in the
united states britain and taiwan aim to extract relevant inferences and insights from these developments for the study of state power all are framed by a core agenda
encompassing four key clusters of questions concerning the meaning sources uses and limits of power these essays ask what new lessons are offered for power analysis in
international political economy
The Balance of Power in East Asia 1986-07-02 based on lectures delivered at the royal united services institute for defence studies
China's Power and Asian Security 2014-11-27 one of the most significant factors for contemporary international relations is the growth of china s economic military
and political power indeed few analysts would dispute the observation that china s power has strongly influenced the structure of the international system major
power strategic relations international security the patterns of trans border economic activities and most importantly the political and security dynamics in asia in the
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twenty first century this book maps the growth of china s political economic and military capabilities and its impact on the security order in asia over the coming decades
while updating the emerging power dimensions and prevailing discourse it provides a nuanced analysis of whether the growth of chinese power is resulting in beijing becoming
more assertive or even aggressive in its behavior and pursuit of national interests it also examines how the key asian countries perceive and react to the growth of china
s power and how us rebalancing would play out in the context of beijing s political economic and military power china s power and asian security will be of huge interest
to student and scholars of asian politics chinese politics security studies and international security and international relations more generally
The South China Sea 2014-10-28 china s rise has upset the global balance of power and the first place to feel the strain is beijing s back yard the south china sea for
decades tensions have smoldered in the region but today the threat of a direct confrontation among superpowers grows ever more likely this important book is the first
to make clear sense of the south sea disputes bill hayton a journalist with extensive experience in the region examines the high stakes involved for rival nations that
include vietnam india taiwan the philippines and china as well as the united states russia and others hayton also lays out the daunting obstacles that stand in the way
of peaceful resolution through lively stories of individuals who have shaped current conflicts businessmen scientists shippers archaeologists soldiers diplomats and
more hayton makes understandable the complex history and contemporary reality of the south china sea he underscores its crucial importance as the passageway for
half the world s merchant shipping and one third of its oil and gas whoever controls these waters controls the access between europe the middle east south asia and the
pacific the author critiques various claims and positions that china has historic claim to the sea for example overturns conventional wisdoms such as america s
overblown fears of china s nationalism and military resurgence and outlines what the future may hold for this clamorous region of international rivalry
China as a Great Power 1995 this book discusses the question of soft power and public diplomacy challenges in east asian context both concepts originate in the west
and in a sense this book can therefore be seen as an exercise in critically assessing soft power and public diplomacy in a different geographical and cultural setting
Public Diplomacy and Soft Power in East Asia 2011-04-25 asia in international relations decolonizes conventional understandings and representations of asia in
international relations ir this book opens by including all those geographical and cultural linkages that constitute asia today but are generally ignored by mainstream
ir covering the indian subcontinent turkey the mediterranean iran the arab world ethiopia and central northeast southeast asia the volume draws on rich literatures to
develop our understanding of power relations in the world s largest continent contributors de colonize de imperialize and de cold war the region to articulate an
alternative narrative about asia world politics and ir this approach reframes old problems in new ways with the possibility of transforming them rather than recycling
the same old approaches with the same old intractable outcomes
Asia in International Relations 2017-02-01 content india security building inthe new century china and india theoriesof development india s security policy india asean
relations perspectives on the riseof china major concerns in china s asean policy china s efforts as a responsible power china in postcold war asia china s new security
concept and asia chinese nationalism and its foreign policy
China and India in Asia Power Politics 2011-11-25 gender and power in affluent asia is the first major study to analyse the relatioships between gender and power that
have accompanied the rise of asian affluence
Gender and Power in Affluent Asia 2002-09-11 for centuries the major poweres of the west were seduced by the allure of the countries of the far east spices textiles
silk and tea were the staples of east west trade but competition between western traders eventually caused military intervention in asian affairs and the establishment
of colonial empires these actions have shapred the history of mankind and left a legacy that still reverberates throughout asia western power in asia is a unique
contribution to the understanding of present day asia essential reading for anyone interested in world history arthur cotterell offers fascinating insights into five
hundred extraordinary years of power and influence by the west which disappeared spectacularly after the second world war the author s ability to tell both sides of
the story with the aid of contemporary illustrations as well as quotations makes this book a tremendous resource for students of asian history and because the entire
colonial experience is covered for the first time within a single volume western power in asia also provides the general reader with an unusual and invaluable perspective
on east west relations as countries such as china and india become key players on the world stage western power in asia provides a timely reminder of the path that led
to their present positions while allowing a poignant opportunity to reflect on how they might in future treat their western trading partners
Western Power in Asia 2011-08-04 china s exponential rise and america s relative decline have led to a transition of power in contemporary asia the us pivot towards
asia is the most evident manifestation of such a transition and indian foreign policy shows signs of a hedging strategy with attempts to strengthen ties with both china
and the us
The US Pivot and Indian Foreign Policy 2015-11-05 examining the pivotal relationship between japan and southeast asia as it has changed and endured into the indo
pacific era
The Courteous Power 2021-11-08 engaging china is one of the first books to look at the responses of major international powers to the recent economic growth of
china anyone interested in the financial fortunes of the asia pacific region cannot afford to ignore the rise of china as an economic power since the 1970s economic growth
coupled with increased military capability and spreading nationalism have gradually enhanced chinas international profile in an interesting mix of the empirical and
theoretical case studies from united states japan singapore taiwan korea malaysia and indonesia illustrate chinas developing position in the asia pacific
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Foundations of National Power in the Asia-Pacific 2015 asia stands out as the world s most vibrant region where rivalries and confrontation coincide with increased
economic cooperation and community building how should we interpret these two dynamics and what are the implications for u s policy with the support of the macarthur
foundation asahi shimbun joongang ilbo and china times the center for strategic and international studies csis collaborated with opinion dynamics corporation on a
survey of strategic elites in eleven asia pacific economies this report presents key findings on the strategic landscape in asia with respect to questions of power norms
and regional institutions
Engaging China 2005-08-08 in power competition in east asia suisheng zhao provides the first in depth comprehensive analysis of international relations in east asia with
a focus on the political economy of the region and a special emphasis on security issues zhao provides a theoretical survey of the trends in east asian international
relations he investigates crucial events in the history of the area from the decay of the chinese world order in the nineteenth century to the vanishing of superpower
rivalry and the emergence of a regional multipolarity in the post cold war era by viewing the region through a historical analysis power competition in east asia serves
as a systematic resource for anyone interested in the evolution of power relations in one of the most dynamic areas in the world today
Power and Order in Asia 2014-07-28 author was in position of british governor when hong kong returned to chinese rule in 1997
Power Competition in East Asia 1998 japan s use of soft power in its international politics is as yet understudied soft power presents as many challenges as promises
this book explores the way japan uses soft power in its relationship with the us its asian neighbours and europe and aims to contribute to a deeper understanding of the
role of soft power in international relations hard power on the other hand is more tangible and has received far greater scholarly scrutiny than soft power however as
this collection makes clear hard power has its limitations and counterproductive consequences as an instrument of policy this book makes it clear that hard power
alone will not provide japan with the peace and security it desires a smart balancing or mixture of hard and soft power is required is japan up to this challenge while this
book cannot give a definitive answer to this question the excellent line up of contributors present their best analyses of the effectiveness of japan s current attempt at
balancing the two components of national power in meeting its bilateral and multilateral security challenges the us japan alliance is suitable for upper undergraduates
postgraduates and academics in international politics political science security studies and japanese studies winner of the masayoshi ohira memorial special prize 2011
East and West 1998 superpower china understanding the chinese world power from asia history politics education economy and military developments in china have
become a constant concern to the media and society over the last few years but what is the truth among the many future scenarios of this superpower which operates in
the shadows how do they tick in the most highly populated country in the world what are their aims and how does the indigenous population think what types of
developments are they making and where are their strengths and weaknesses make up your own mind about this aspiring world power by understanding the figures and facts
behind this expanding economy in order to make yourself a comprehensive picture about the current export world champions it is necessary to take into consideration their
history politics education systems economy and their military in this book you will get a glimpse of all of the aspects that make china what it is today it is only when
you look at everything together that you can begin to understand china the country and its aims about the author of this book hermann rupold ever since he completed
his studies in political science more than 25 years ago he has been interested in the marginal subjects revolving around politics society and history as a teacher he likes to
share his knowledge with his students but is also able to reach a much wider range of people through his various publications in his books he concentrates mainly on the
effects such subjects have on various sections of society but which are largely unknown all of his publications are based not only on general scientific research but
also encompass his own very personal experiences and knowledge read the fascinating background information and knowledge about the middle realm and you will discover
a whole new side of the superpower of the east get your copy of this book today and discover how the country became a global superpower how this enormous empire is
structured and how it works what to expect from china in the next few years content of this book about the author preface the history of china the current political
system in china the education system in china china s economy china s military forces conclusion
The US-Japan Alliance 2013-01-11 in 40 years japan has developed from a war devastated and poverty stricken country into the second largest economy in the world
this book analyzes how japan attained its current financial and technological status and argues that japan s supremacy over world economies will expand further
Superpower China – Understanding the Chinese world power from Asia 1990 strategic adjustment and the rise of china demonstrates how structural and domestic
variables influence how east asian states adjust their strategy in light of the rise of china including how china manages its own emerging role as a regional great power
the contributors note that the shifting regional balance of power has fueled escalating tensions in east asia and suggest that adjustment challenges are exacerbated by
the politics of policymaking international and domestic pressures on policymaking are reflected in maritime territorial disputes and in the broader range of regional
security issues created by the rise of china adjusting to power shifts and managing a new regional order in the face of inevitable domestic pressure including nationalism is
a challenging process both the united states and china have had to adjust to china s expanded capabilities china has sought an expanded influence in maritime east asia the
united states has responded by consolidating its alliances and expanding its naval presence in east asia the region s smaller countries have also adjusted to the rise of
china they have sought greater cooperation with china even as they try to sustain cooperation with the united states as china continues to rise and challenge the
regional security order the contributors consider whether the region is destined to experience increased conflict and confrontation contributorsian bowers norwegian
defence university college and norwegian institute for defence studies daniel w drezner tufts university brookings institution and washington post taylor m fravel
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massachusetts institute of technology bj�rn elias mikalsen gr�nning norwegian defence university college and norwegian institute for defence studies chung in moon yonsei
university and chairman presidential committee on northeast asia cooperation initiative republic of korea james reilly university of sydney robert s ross boston college
and harvard university randall l schweller the ohio state university ystein tunsj� norwegian defence university college and the norwegian institute for defence studies
wang dong peking university
Japan's Growing Power Over East Asia and the World Economy 2017-06-20 taking a comparative focus on indonesia and malaysia to inform and test a unifying theory
for the concept of middle power mp jonathan ping s volume presents hybridization theory as a basis for analysis policy development and prediction of mp statecraft and
perceived power
Strategic Adjustment and the Rise of China 2005 china s rise is changing the dynamics of the international system middle powers and the rise of china is the first work to
examine how the group of states referred to as middle powers are responding to china s growing economic diplomatic and military power states with capabilities
immediately below those of great powers middle powers still exercise influence far above most other states their role as significant trading partners and allies or
adversaries in matters of regional security nuclear proliferation and global governance issues such as human rights and climate change are reshaping international
politics contributors review middle power relations with china in the cases of south korea malaysia thailand indonesia australia south africa turkey and brazil
addressing how these diverse nations are responding to a rising china the impact of chinese power on each and whether these states are being attracted to china or deterred
by its new power and assertiveness chapters also explore how much or how little china and for comparison the us value middle powers and examine whether or not middle
powers can actually shape china s behavior by bringing a new analytic approach to a key issue in international politics this unique treatment of emerging middle powers
and the rise of china will interest scholars and students of international relations security studies china and the diverse countries covered in the book
Middle Power Statecraft 2014-09-10 this book examines regional dynamics in contemporary east and southeast asia scrutinizing the effects of japanese dominance on the
politics economics and cultures of the area the contributors ask whether japan has now attained through sheer economic power and its political and cultural
consequences the predominance it once sought by overtly military means the discussion is framed by the profound changes of the past decade since the end of the cold war
and the breakup of the soviet union regional dynamics increasingly shape international and national developments this volume places japan s role in asian regionalism in a
broader comparative perspective with european regionalism and the role germany plays it assesses the competitive logics of continental and coastal primacy in china in
starkest form the question addressed is whether chinese or japanese domination of the asian region is more likely between a neo mercantilist emphasis on the world s
movement toward relatively closed regional blocs and an opposing liberal view that global markets are creating convergent pressures across all national boundaries
and regional divides this book takes a middle position asian regionalism is identified by two intersecting developments japanese economic penetration of asian supplier
networks through a system of production alliances and the emergence of a pan pacific trading region that includes both asia and north america the contributors emphasize
factors that are creating an asia marked by multiple centers of influence including china and the united states
Middle Powers and the Rise of China 2018-09-05 central asia often evokes images of imperial power rivalry dating back to the 19th century yet as the region s
international politics becomes more complex in the age of globalization the need for new ways of looking at its many actors is more pressing than ever today even the
traditional great powers rely increasingly on subtle forms of influence to augment their military might and economic clout in order to achieve their objectives in central
asia bearing this in mind soft power in central asia examines the patterns of attraction and persuasion that help shape the political choices of countries in the region
starting with an investigation of soft power projection by the us russia and china it sheds light on normative transfer and public diplomacy of the european union turkey
and israel and concludes with a discussion of the central asian republics active stance in the competition for the hearts and minds containing original chapters
contributed by leading experts in the field the volume will appeal to scholars and professionals with interest in international relations political science and central
asian studies
Network Power 2017 this volume is based on feminist responses to farming women s struggle for economic rights and social justice in asia using comprehensive analyses
quantitative and qualitative data it seeks to provide a greater understanding of the development consequences of women s marginal limited ownership rights to land and
other productive assets
Power, Ideas, and Military Strategy in the Asia-Pacific 2021-05-25 japan seeks economic competitiveness vis a vis the west and economic dominance in asia but it mainly
competes through cooperative use of economic resources which facilitates realization of the goals of partner nations this book studies japan s balance between the
united states and east asia by focusing on the use of economic power defense spending consumption and investment to advance japan s political and strategic as well as
economic interests it also investigates japan s direct use of economic resources namely aid and sanctions and by extension discusses japan s relations with the
international monetary fund the world bank and the asian development bank
Soft Power in Central Asia 1987 this volume offers the first systematic comparison of political change leadership style and stability in central asia the contributors
all leading international specialists on the region offer focused case studies of kazakhstan kyrgyzstan tajikistan turkmenistan and uzbekistan comparing how the regimes
have further consolidated their power and resisted change
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